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THE REVIEW OF THE BUILDING REGULATIONS- WRITTEN MINISTERIAL 
STATEMENT 

Summary 

This submission seeks your clearance of the written Ministerial Statement setting 
out the package of work the Department will be taking forward in the new year with 
a view to developing detailed proposals for consultation in late 2011. It also seeks 
your agreement to publishing alongside this a supporting document containing 
more detail about the what the package of work is, how it has been arrived at and, 
in particular, summarises the views submitted by external partners about the 
changes they believe are necessary. The contents are in line with policy lines 
cleared with you previously. 

Timing 

2. Urgent - Your agreement is needed by Monday 13 December so we can produce 
documents in time for your Ministerial Statement on this which is scheduled for 
Tuesday 14 December. 

Recommendation 

3. That you: 

i) agree the Ministerial Statement at Annex A. 

ii) agree to publish alongside your statement the document at Annex B. 

Considerations 

My submission of 8 November sought your clearance for the broad issues to be 
taken forward in 2011 to establish detailed proposals for changes to the Building 
Regulations. Your letter of 30 November sought HA Committee clearance of the 
programme of work you decided should be taken forward and agreement to its 
announcement. You asked for Committee clearance by 8 December and 
responses received so far from other Government departments’ do not throw up 
any significant issues. 
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5. The Ministerial Statement at Annex A sets out the programme of work we will be 
taking forward in the new year to determine the detail of proposals for consultation 
late in 2011 with a view to regulatory changes coming into force in 2013. 

Alongside this we propose to publish the document at Annex B. This document 
sets out more detail about the purpose of this review, a summary and analysis of 
the responses that we have received and further information about what is to be 
taken forward and how. We believe that not only will this make our external 
partners better understand our future work, but also make them better aware of the 
views of other partners. We propose that the document will be published on the 
Department’s website after your statement is made next Tuesday and it will also be 
placed in the House libraries as is normal practice. We are still refining the text of 
the document and it might, therefore, be subject to minor changes. We are seeking 
clearance of the content of the document and publication arrangements with 
Special Advisers in parallel with this clearance. 

Media Handlinq 

7. We propose that we issue a News Release on the day of the Statement. Press 
Office will be providing you with further advice and a draft for clearance shortly. 

Shayne Coulson 
Sustainable Buildings Division 

PS/Other Ministers 
PS/Permanent Secretary 
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Daniel Greaves 
Bernard Wilson 
Sandy Bishop 
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Annex A 

Future Changes to the Building Regulations 

I am setting out today the main elements of the programme of work the Department for 
Communities and Local Government will lead in the New Year to establish the 
changes required to the Building Regulations. The work will identify the changes that 
need to be made to the Building Regulations regime between now and 2013 to ensure 
it remains fit for purpose and delivers its contribution to the Government’s policy goals. 

At the end of July I asked our external partners to tell me their ideas about what in the 
Building Regulations needed to be improved or extended, where we might reduce the 
regulatory burdens and how we might deliver even better levels of compliance. I 
wanted this to play a key part in helping to deliver our commitment to reduce the 
burden of regulation whilst ensuring we had given proper consideration to emerging 
issues. I am grateful for the way industry and members of the public have responded 
both in writing and through their participation in workshops. 

The programme I am setting out today has been arrived at after active engagement 
with our external partners. A key theme to emerge from this process has been that 
these partners believe that although the regime is generally fit-for-purpose, there are 
things we can improve. This confirms the Department’s belief that the Building 
Regulations should remain the national minimum standard that building work should 
comply with. 

Whilst much of the programme of work is deregulatory in nature, it will, however, 
include work to deliver our commitment to increase energy efficiency through Part L 
(Conservation of fuel and power). This will represent our next steps towards zero 
carbon buildings and will also provide an opportunity to consider provisions for the 
existing stock in the light of the Government’s emerging policies on reducing carbon 
emissions, including the Green Deal. We will also explore how to better ensure high 
levels of compliance. 

In addition, I would like to consider further the case for Government intervention in two 
other areas. First, whether there is a role to ensure suitable toilet and changing 
provisions for people with severe disabilities - often referred to as "Changing Places". I 
would also like to explore further the case in relation to minimum standards for security 
in homes and explore whether national regulation might be a more effective approach 
than voluntary and local interventions. 

Set against this there are a number of key areas where we want to explore the 
potential for deregulation and streamlining of the existing provisions. In particular, 
representations made to Government demonstrate concern with the costs imposed on 
electricians by Part P (Electrical safety - dwellings). We believe it is now time to 
evaluate the Building Regulations’ contribution to the safety outcomes they were 
intended to support and, if we are to retain regulation of this kind, how we might 
minimise the associated costs. 

We also believe that there is scope to look at the rationalisation of Parts M, K and N 
(Access, Protection from falling, collision and impact and Glazing respectively) to 
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address areas of potential conflict and overlap between them. As part of this we intend 
to examine the costs and benefits of removing the existing guidance that promotes 
access statements whilst not undermining the standards of accessibility we are 
seeking to achieve. 

As part of this deregulatory element we also need to explore what changes may be 
needed to the building control system. I believe there is scope to enhance compliance 
and reduce the burdens on those who use the system. To that end, over the next few 
months we will be taking forward work to gather further evidence about actual levels of 
compliance and reasons for non-cempliance. In the light of this, we will be exploring 
options to further improve enforcement and incentives for responsible businesses. We 
will also be considering how we can improve the interface with Planning and other 
standards regimes. 

In developing this programme we have been mindful, and will remain so, of the need 
to manage down the regulatory costs to business as part of this process. We will also 
be specifically considering the impacts on housebuilders, with the aim of contributing 
to the achievement of our Spending Review commitment to reduce regulatory costs 
over this Parliament. 

The Department for Communities and Local Government is also today publishing on 
its website a supporting document to this statement that provides further information 
about the exercise we have undertaken and more detail on the programme of work to 
be taken forward. I am placing copies of this document in the House libraries. 
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